
Summary: 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Target: FERRI 
 

Viewer: Daz 
 

Tasker: Tunde 
 

Date: 9.1.2007 
 

Time: 12.40pm 
 

Method: CRV loose! 
 

Solo/blind 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
I: (inclemency’s) strong initial impression of flying over water – overseas! 
 
The target feels like three main components; life a structure/object and 
movement. 
 
The placement of the target is outside in a natural location with blue skies 
and lots of open space, its expansive. 
 
Movement: 
The target involved movement which is natural and erratic. Sketches in the 
session seem to show a wavelike motion to the movement. Early page 2 
AOL’s this as liquid. The movement was erratic chaotic and not in full control 
of the life at the target. Data presents the target outside with clear views of 
the sky and lots of space. Fresh air and a strong sense of ozone – would 
indicate in a natural environment not an urban/polluted area. Wind was 
evident at the target. 
 
Natural forces were a part of this movement, which buffered forced against 
the other target components. This seemed to spiral then over time level out 
and settle down somewhat. 
 
 
Structure/object: 
Initial impressions have the structure moving. Early ideo’s show 
compartments and sectioned surfaces – which indicate a ‘ship’ of some kind. 
The structure is hard, solid, hollow with sweeping curves which generate an 
early AOL of ‘hull’. The curved form of the structure is important to how it 
interacts with the movement and the natural forces. The flow of movement at 



the target buffers with the structures shape. Above the target ‘flanges’ are 
indicated which look layered like tiles or overlap. 
The taskers primary need is something under the structure which I feel is a 
ship/boat (indicated by pg7 of the data) and the importance of the word 
‘underneath’ which is underlined in the session. 
I feel the structure is used by and contained life – of which the primary is 
male. The structure at the target was designed (curves) for movement and 
the easy flow around it to improve its movement. 
 
Life: 
Feels male. Feel technological or has a love/knowledge of mechanics. Very 
confident, very focused and driven. A purpose to their involvement. I feel as 
though the life is burdened with the trust and dreams of many – like a hero 
or someone at the top/in charge. 
 
Overall: 
I would say the target involves intense erratic natural motion which affects a 
manmade structure/s and life. The motion comes in waves and builds to a 
point then slowly dissipates. The natural motion feels like water. The key part 
of the target indicate underneath so I feel there may have been an event 
whereby the structure or life went under the water due to a natural event 
that was a surprise event. This target happened in the past. 
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